PRIVATE CHAUFFEUR DRIVE HARLEY DAVIDSON &
VINTAGE SIDECAR ADVENTURE—CAPE TOWN

For many Capetonians Victoria Road is simply the daily commute between work and
home but that doesn’t make it any less inspiring. Connecting the lofty seaside villas of
Camps Bay and Llandudno and the suburban bliss of Hout Bay via Suikerbossie, Victoria
Rd winds its way between the Twelve Apostles and the Atlantic Seaboard.
Combine this short road trip with a visit to one of Cape Town’s most loved roads,
Chapman’s Peak Drive that offers drivers the chance to explore a convenient route
between the city and the Southern Peninsula. The road was literally born out of blasting
through the side of Chapman’s Peak and boasts 114 curves as it winds its way above the
coast. This is a must see in Cape Town, especially for a Sundowner over the Atlantic

HIGHLIGHTS
Chauffer Drive


3 hour Scenic bike tour
Atlantic Seaboard, Camps Bay & Clifton
beaches
 Chapman’s Peak Drive.
 Champagne Sundowners


Suggested itinerary
Time
15h00
15h15
18h00
18h30

Activity
Gear up with full riding gear and hop on “your bike”
Depart for a 3 hour scenic bike tour
Arrive at dinner venue
Gala Dinner and Show

23h00

Transfer back to hotel

Duration
00:15
03:00
00:30
03:30

Gold—highlights


Traditional African cuisine
Entertainment
 Drumming
 An amazing venue


Gold - vibrant one-of-a-kind experience of all things African!
GOLD is a unique African restaurant in the heart of Cape Town. Their 14 course Cape Malay
and African menu is a taste safari that will transport you from Table Mountain to Timbuktu.
Brace yourself for an evening of opulent feasting as you are served traditional delicacies
from a wide ranging menu.
Be captivated during dinner by our tall, graceful Mali Puppets as they dance around your
table accompanied by drummers, dancers and singers.
Our live entertainment is unique to GOLD and the performances will embrace and
transport you into the heart of Africa.
Guests can participate every evening in an interactive drum circle where each participant is
taught the different sounds and rhythms of the djembe. It is truly an invigorating start to a
magical evening at GOLD.

Includes:
 5 Vintage Sidecars
 10 Big Twin Harley Davidsons
 Full riding gear
 Sunset Champagne drinks
 Drumming session and hands on
participation—learn to drum
 A full dinner
 On-going entertainment
 Transfer to Hotel.
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